Student Performance Data:

Trends Indicated by Data:
For the last four years ______ has demonstrated steady and consistent Overall improvement as indicated in our API, moving from 763 to 816 (+53 pts.). All statistically significant subgroups have demonstrated growth over that same four year period. However, our Students with Disabilities (SWD) subgroup (not statistically significant) has declined over the last three years, with what could be considered an irregularity/anomaly for the two years between 2010 and 2012.

Data Irregularities and/or Anomalies:
Noticeable irregularities/anomalies exist in our Students with Disabilities subgroup, who witnessed a dramatic spike from 2010 to 2011. The presumed causes for the up and down nature of these results are the varying disabilities of the tested student population from year to year, the change of program offered by the school, and changing instructor and instructional support.

Possible Challenges Presented by Data:
Challenges include decreasing the achievement gap between our statistically significant subgroups and developing consistency of program for our SWD population.